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It is truly a pleasure to be able to introduce this collection

of excellent journal papers selected from the best papers

presented at the Wireless Innovation Conference held in

March 2016 in Reston Virginia. The best papers were

selected based on five criteria including substantial

advancement to the art and greatest impact to industry.

These best papers were then invited to be expanded into

full journal articles for this edition of the Springer Journal.

We have sorted the journal article submissions into three

topic areas:

Cognitive Technology, Spectrum Management, and

Spectrum Efficiency (6 papers)

Waveforms and Network Protocols (5 papers)

Receiver Design of Software Defined Radios (3 papers)

In the area of Cognitive Technology, Spectrum and

Spectrum Efficiency, Asadi et al. teach means to make use

of Meta-Cognition, selection from multiple cognitive

engines (CE) to best understand and respond to its envi-

ronment in both speed (computation), accuracy and ability

to deliver communication successfully for a given envi-

ronmental spectrum activity. Yrjola et al. provide an

excellent overview of stakeholder viewpoints and business

opportunities in the newly defined Citizens Broadband

Radio Service (CBRS) and elements that can help insure

the success of this new service. Sohul et al. address a

collaborative spectrum sharing auction approach for use by

primary and secondary users that make use of Hidden

Markov Models to estimate spectrum auction prices that

assures spectrum availability, efficiency, cost objectives

and quality of service to users. Bastidas et al. develop

techniques for Wideband Distributed Spectrum Sharing

with Immediate Multiple Access. A channelized radio

architecture is proposed and implemented for distributed

spectrum sharing that includes spectrum access system,

wideband sensing, sophisticated fast rendezvous based on

OFDM, and a sophisticated CSMA time slotted MAC

protocol. Hirzallah et al. explore methods to enable spec-

trum sharing between radar and LTE via use of steepest

decent or non-steepest decent waveform pre-coders to

reduce interference from radar systems. Cai et al. demon-

strates the ability to model spectrum usage of a transmitter

and associated beam pattern properties of the antennas and

corresponding propagation losses in order to be able to

predict cross interference between various spectrum users,

and thereby achieve greater spectrum allocation efficiency.

In the area of Waveforms and Protocols, Peken et al.

explore methods for channel estimation and effects inter-

ference from adjacent cells on pilot contamination via blind

channel (ICA, SVD, EVD), semi-blind (SVD), ICA based

blind channel, and ICA adaptive blind channel techniques.

Abello et al. address the spectral efficiency and complexity

issues in waveform design for very fast data rates using

Faster Than Nyquist (FTN) Modulation techniques, and

thus advances the art in spectrum efficiency at relatively

low Eb/N0. Ngassa et al. have two complementary papers

on security and privacy. In the first paper, her team

addresses secret key generation based on local channel

conditions including addressing security and privacy with

key entropy up to 127 bits. In the second paper her team

addresses how information with high redundancy such as

imagery and video can be denied to eaves-dropping via
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beam pattern management that includes transmitting noise

toward the eavesdropper while sending the intended

receiver the intended information on a separate beam.

Vanhoy et al. explore detection and characterization of

radar signal properties showing advanced signal processing

combined with support vector machines to create high

accuracy of signal recognition.

In the area of receiver design, Dr. Fred Harris and his

team introduce flexible channelizer receiver design tech-

niques that can cope with receiving multiple OFDM signals

from multiple sources that are not frequency or time

aligned and having different bandwidths such as will

happen in LTE base stations. Chaudhari et al. report on

how to manage complexity of an iterative receiver

regarding channel estimation, including how to do timing,

frequency and phase offsets inside the iterative loop, and

how to do the log likelihood ratios for LDPC parity bits.

Ribeiro et al. discuss rapid prototyping of a high data rate

5G LTE features and OFDM waveforms via Analog

Devices front end development board and XILINX back-

end development board.

We are certain that this journal issue will provide value

both to immediate equipment development and the

deployment of 5G systems with fundamental new tech-

niques that will substantially impact designs beyond 5G.

We hope you enjoy reading these breakthroughs in tech-

niques in wireless innovation!
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